;. Abstract of Technical Progress
During this project we • developed a domain theory for trafficability of ground vehicles.
• developed algorithms for constructing Combined Obstacle Overlays and Combined Factor Overlays automatically from GIS data • developed a domain theory for flow of economic goods that was used in the Crisis Management Challenge Problem by the KSL knowledge server.
• developed a new approach to multimodal interfaces, with an emphasis on deep conceptual and visual understanding of the sketched material, in contrast with the usual focus on recognition in such systems.
• demonstrated that sketch understanding algorithms could be created to interpret simple drawings involving Army operational symbols.
• developed spatial reasoning techniques that can provide human-like geospatial reasoning, given as input military course of action diagrams.
• developed techniques for hosting large knowledge bases in database systems, thus leveraging commercial database products and their features in service of building largerscale reasoning systems.
• implemented a Domain Theory development Environment (DTE), to test these ideas and to support our experiments.
Objectives
Wc believe that effectively creating and using large-scale domain theories (10,000 -100,000 axiom equivalents) will require improving the bandwidth of human-computer interaction in several dimensions: the kinds of concepts used, the reasoning methods, and the interaction media. More specifically,
• At the conceptual level, qualitative representations provide an ideal medium for expressing the framework knowledge of the physical world that both provides simple inferences directly and also organizes and orchestrates the use of more detailed knowledge.
• At the level of reasoning methods, analogical reasoning techniques based on the best available theories in cognitive science can provide more human-like casebased reasoning systems.
• At the level of interaction media, the use of sketching can provide a more natural way for domain experts and software to communicate about the spatial aspects of concepts and situations. These levels strongly interact. By tackling the right aspects of all three at once, as part of a community that is generating large-scale domain theories, we believe we can generate breakthrough capabilities. By incorporating these capabilities into a development environment, we can transfer this technology to other developers and users. Specifically,
• We began developing a set of analogical processing systems that can serve as a foundation for a new generation of case-based reasoning systems. In this project we developed a first-cut analogy ontology for integrating analogical reasoning with first-principles reasoning, automatic case construction methods to formulate task-specific cases from the contents of general-purpose knowledge bases, and dynamic case expansion techniques to enable larger analogies to be created, by growing case descriptions on demand.
• We began developing sketching as a tool for knowledge acquisition and refinement. Our long-range goal is to make sketching as natural a modality for explaining things to machines as it is for explaining things to people. Our approach, which focuses on rich spatial reasoning and conceptual understanding rather than focusing on recognition, explores a very different set of tradeoffs and capabilities than previous work on multimodal interfaces.
• We created a Domain Theory Development Environment that uses relational database technology to store general-purpose knowledge bases, and uses a federated architecture to integrate specialized reasoning facilities, such as geographic information systems, spatial reasoning software, and our analogical processing systems.
Status of Research Effort
Our progress on this project suggests that the techniques of qualitative representation and reasoning that we originally developed for engineering tasks and domains are directly applicable to military tasks and domains. For example, • We developed a domain theory for trafficability, based on Army Doctrine. This domain theory uses representations of mathematics (including qualitative mathematics) and default reasoning to exploit available information.
• Wc developed algorithms for constructing Combined Obstacle Overlays and Combined Factor Overlays automatically from Geographic Information System (GIS) data. The fundamental approach is identical to what we did earlier in developing theories of reasoning about mechanical systems (e.g., clocks). That is, spatial reasoning involves two representations. The metric diagram is the equivalent of our perceptual apparatus. Place vocabularies are task-specific qualitative descriptions of shape and space, computed automatically from the metric diagram. In the case of terrain reasoning, the metric diagram is a GIS, and the COO and CFO are two place vocabularies. The place vocabularies are constructed by finding regions where the trafficability parameters are equivalent.
• We developed a domain theory for flow of economic goods that was used in the Crisis Management Challenge Problem. This domain theory used techniques from Qualitative Process theory and compositional modeling to describe flows of goods in the world oil and natural gas economies. Since one of the goals was to demonstrate that the creating of libraries of domain theories is possible, it is notable that our flow domain theory was used by someone else, as part of their integrated system, to answer a number of the questions.
We also made progress on sketch understanding, demonstrating that sketch understanding algorithms that relied on visual reasoning and analogical encoding could be used to understand simple drawings involving Army operational symbols, including retrieving drawings involving similar plans.
We also implemented a Domain Theory development Environment (DTE), to support our experiments. This lightweight environment uses a variation of Hendler's techniques for encoding a knowledge base into a relational data base, providing efficient access to arbitrary propositional representations instead of just frame systems. We also developed a federated architecture for reasoning, which allows specialized reasoners to be tightly integrated. The basic ASK mechanism for queries uses dispatches based on the structure of the query to a reasoning source, an interface between a special-purpose system and the rest of the reasoner. Any answers provided by the reasoning source are woven into the system's working memory via a logic-based truth maintenance system, so that explanations can include information as disparate as geographic information system data and analogical reasoning.
This project led to significant strides forward in turning our cognitive simulations of analogical processing into tools that can be used on large-scale problems, what we think of as a step on the road to a human-like analogical processing technology. Here is a summary of the impact of these changes:
Before After Typical cases 70 propositions, largest used 400 propositions Can map cases that include thousands of propositions No uniform mechanism linking analogy to other reasoning svstems Analogy ontology links V principles reasoning and analogical reasoning Narrow, project-specific knowledge bases
Working with large KETs built by other groups (e.g., Cyc, SAIC's KB) Cases pre-packaged by hand Cases can be automatically constructed from general-purpose KB, based on task constraints Case libraries distinct from general-purpose knowledge Case libraries consist of dynamically changing subsets of a KB The details of these improvements are described in the publications below.
Publications
The following publications were based wholly or in part on results from this project: 
Interactions and Transitions
We had "in-housc" informants regarding Army practices concerning battlespace reasoning, in the form of US Army interns. Interns take courses and work on research projects, receiving a Master's degree in Computer Science after two years. We have found that teaching domain experts the necessary skills of knowledge representation and qualitative reasoning to be an effective strategy for creating relevant domain theories.
Our work on automated trafficability reasoning was delivered to a classified US Military customer, after a government contractor did some reengineering of it with our assistance.
Our work on COA sketching has been transitioned to DARPA's Command Post of the Future program. An experiment with our COA software, using Cadet as the back-end to generate a synchronization matrix, was evaluated in an experiment at the Battle Command Battle Lab in Ft. Leavenworth as part of the ICCES program in November 2000. While the number of subjects was too small to draw conclusions about statistical significance, results with military personnel indicated that the ability to sketch doctrinal
